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BATTLE FOR THE BEACHES
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FaCes are Brighter and more cheerful at Headquarters than for several preceding
days as the situation in Italy steadily improves. On the Salerno Beaches the German

salient has Been reduced By counter-attack and defensive positions have Been restored

and improved* The Build.-up of men and supplies has Been speeded up, enemy air

opposition has Been largely overcome and Montgomery is now only about two days' march

away and moving fast*

In fact content Between the Fifth and Eighth Amies has already Been established

By a group of six newspaper correspondents who cane overland from Montgomery's troops

to reach the Salerno Bridgehead. The whole situation justifies what can Best Be des-

cribed By the familiar phrase; ' "Note of restrained optimism"-. <

The Allies, who admittedly faced great: risks in storming the well-defended Beaches,

are now firmly established. Bitter fighting had Been anticipated and undoubtedly will

continue-, But the rate of * the Allied Build-up of strength is now proceeding more

quickly as men, armour and supplies come ashore, while the German Build-up is slowed

down By the. terrific air Bombardments which are concentrated in a semi-circular arc

around the Bridgehead, isolating the entire area and disrupting German communications,

interfering with supplies and creating a German shortage of artillery' and ammunition*

The initial thin Bridgehead line which stretched out over a distance of 25 miles

has Been subjected to tremendous pressure. But never once have the Allied commanders

felt that they couldn't hold on if they dug their toes in*

The Germans made their most dangerous effort two days ago when they launched heavy

counter-attanks down the Sele river and on the Allied right flank-. But they halted

and under constant air attack while the Allied defensive dispositions were strengthened

they have Been unable to launch any very serious counter-attacks during the past two

days. They .were extremely threatening at the time of their furthest advance which

Brought them to within three miles of the Beaches. Their failure to continue such

attacks scorns to imply that they had shot their heaviest bolt using everything they had,
and couldn't quite make it against the staunch Allied resistance*

A successful Allied counter-attack this morning (Thursday) reduced the German

salient and pushed them Back from their positions from which the Beaches could Be

threatened*

The Allied counter-attack regained territory lost two days ago and reoccupied the

village of Albenelca* Meantime German shortages of guns and ammunition, the result

of Blocking their supply roads, prevented all except the littlest shelling of the

Beaches. Air power has Been turned on in devastating volume* Bombing planes have

Been flying double their usual number of sorties dropping thousands of tons of

explosives around the perimeter of the Bridgehead. So heavy has Been naval supporting
fire and so tremendous the air Bombardment that the enemy literally has Been unable to

get set for a powerful counter-attack during the past couple of days.

The air support has Been simply superb, systematically isolating German 'positions#

Enemy air opposition, which started off quite heavy has Been steadily thinning out

until it is now comparatively slight. According to one observer it is less vigorous

at present than it was during the early days of the Sicily campaign*

In a single week of the Salerno campaign we have gained the Italian'fleet,

Montgomery has possession of the whole toe and Ball of the Italian foot and is moving

with extreme rapidity to a. junction with the Salerno force. Furthermore developments

on the mainland have considerably weakened the positions of Sardinia andCorsica* It

is fully possible of course that additional heavy counter-attacks will .Be launched, and

fighting will Be Bitter in the ensuing days, But the German Broadcast claims of an

Allied Dunkirk are entirely unfounded;’ not a single man nor a single gun has Been with-

drawn. On the contrary, they have Been and. are continuing to Be poured in to

strengthen and solidify the Allied, 'grip on the Beachhead, area.
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